Write an argument:
Should your local district spend money building bicycle paths?

Imagine a day when you watched people coughing because of stagnant car fumes. Imagine not being able to hear anything except the roaring of giant 4-wheel drives. Imagine not even caring about it because you’re too fat from no exercise to do anything but hop in a car. This is what the world will be like if we don’t find something better than cars to use. We already have that something right here. Bikes! We can encourage people to ride them by building more bike paths.

Firstly, maybe people are worried that there will be too many bike paths and people won’t be able to get around in their cars. This is not so. You’ll
be surprised about how small bike paths are!

Everyone knows more people drive cars. Getting more bike paths mean we can change that. People won't be scared about getting their kids out there cycling.

People studying road safety have said that the more people on bikes, the safer it will be. Really, I don't think you could kill someone by bumping into them on a bike!

Also, biking is much easier than driving. Especially when there are bike paths. Think of all the trouble it takes to get a driver's licence.

I hope you now agree. Bikes and bike paths are a fantastic option.